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THE CO2MMANDER® ELITE IS AN FDA REGISTERED, TOTALLY PORTABLE DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR CO2 MEDICAL GAS.

IT IS COMPACT MEDICAL REGULATOR WITH A UNIQUE DESIGN WHICH ENABLES THE DEVICE TO CONVERT LIQUID TO GAS.

THIS INNOVATIVE SYSTEM ALLOWS FOR THE DELIVERY OF MEDICAL GAS AT THE LOWEST PRESSURE POSSIBLE, WITH REGULATOR ADJUSTMENT PROVIDING PRESSURE AS LOW AS 1 PSI ENABLING DELIVERY FROM THE CO2MMANDER® ELITE TO THE RESERVOIR WITH COMPLETE CONTROL, AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON!

CONVENIENT, DISPOSABLE CARTRIDGES HOLD APPROXIMATELY 10,000ML MEDICAL GAS AND ARE SOLD SEPARATELY.
AngiAssist® Medical Gas Management System

- Device is more user-friendly for wider acceptance.
- Eliminates explosive delivery issues.
- More defined delivery flow.
- Safe for the patient.
- Cost reduction to end-user.
- Cost reduction to managed care markets.
- FDA registered for gas management and delivery.

Manufactured in the United States for AngioAdvancements, LLC
239.731.0233
Www.AngioAdvancements.com
CO2mmander® ELITE and AngiAssist®

Concerns of gas compression, explosive delivery, valve direction confusion, inconvenient purging, and air contamination have all been eliminated.

The AngiAssist™ /CO2mmander® ELITE combination has an unprecedented and superior range of application and physician acceptance.

Use of the AngiAssist™ /CO2mmander® ELITE can provide lower-cost, more convenient, and safe alternatives. This fits well in a managed-care environment through lower costs with inherent clinical advantages.
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